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Abstract

Currently, most of the smartphones recognize uses based on static biometrics, such as face and fingerprint.
However, those traits were vulnerable against spoofing attack. For overcoming this problem, dynamic
biometrics like the keystroke and gaze are introduced since it is more resistant against spoofing attack. This
research focuses on keystroke dynamics for strengthening the user recognition system against spoofing attacks.
For recognizing a user, the user keystrokes feature used in the login process is compared with keystroke
features stored in the keystroke features database. For evaluating the accuracy of the proposed system,
words generated based on the Indonesian anagram are used. Furthermore, for conducting the experiment, 34
participants were asked to type a set of words using the smartphone keyboard. Then, each user’s keystroke
is recorded. The keystroke dynamic feature consists of latency and digraph which are extracted from the
record. According to the experiment result, the error of the proposed method is decreased by 23.075% of
EER with FAR and FRR are decreased by 16.381% and 10.41% respectively, compared with Kim’s method.
It means that the proposed method is successful increase the biometrics performance by reducing the error rates.
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1. Introduction

Due to the development of communications, in-
formation exchange is frequently used for business,
education, etc. Therefore, security is important and
necessary, especially for securing personal iden-
tity. Biometrics appears as an alternative to change
the conventional technologies, such as passwords,
and PIN that should be remembered and could be
stolen[1].

Biometrics is a technology for personal identifi-
cation based on physical and behavioral character-
istics [1, 2]. Thus, it is not necessary to remember
and it can not be stolen[1–3]. The fingerprint and
face are the biometrics traits that are widely used
on smartphones, because they provide high security
and user convenience [4, 5]. However, those traits
are vulnerable against spoofing attack, because it is
easy to imitate those static features [6, 7]. Therefore,
recently dynamic biometrics based on behaviors,
such as gesture, gaze, keystroke, voiceprint, and

touch screen pattern are frequently used. Kim et
al.[8] states that keystroke dynamics authentication
for the smart device, such as smartphone and tablet
is a critical issue, such that it is necessary for future
investigation.

According to Anil K. Jain’s explanation in his
book entitled ’Handbook of Biometrics’ [1], there
are two processes that can use biometrics, identi-
fication, and authentication/verification. The identi-
fication process is used for identifying the user’s
identity who owns the biometric, and authentication
is used to check the validity of the user who owns the
related biometric. In this study, biometrics is used in
smartphones, because biometrics is suitable for the
authentication process. The authentication process is
needed to secure data stored on smartphones against
attacks of theft, disclosure, destruction, loss, or data
alteration because authentication ensures that only
authorized users can access data in a smartphone
[9].

This study used keystroke dynamic for user au-
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thentication because no additional device is neces-
sary to be used as a sensor [10]. Generally, the
keystroke features are obtained by recording the time
it takes from pressing the first key until releasing
it (dwell time) and the time it takes from pressing
the first key until releasing the second key (flight
time)[11]. If the device is a touchscreen, then infor-
mation of finger pressures and position can be used
to enrich the features.

There are many issues that have been addressed
in keystroke dynamics area, such as devices for
data acquisition, feature representations, classifica-
tion methods, and experimental/evaluation proce-
dures [11]. Methods to obtain the features become
a major challenge in keystroke dynamic biometrics.
Bergadano et al.[10] proposed the features based on
the ordered latency of n-graphs, while the similarity
of two samples is calculated by the displacement
of n-graphs. The result is that the error FAR is
0.01% and FRR is 4%. Kang et al.[12] proposed
a keystroke dynamic using a long and free text
string, and the features are obtained by grouping the
digraphs into eight groups. Each group represents
the combination of three disjoint areas on desktop
keyboards (left, right, and space area). The problem
of Kang’s method is that the word used for authen-
tication should contain fixed number of features that
can be represented by eight R, L, and S pairs (where
R is right, L is left, and S is space area). Thus,
words used for authentication could not be randomly
chosen. Kim et al.[8] improves Kang’s features by
grouping the ordered digraph latency, such that the
number of features can be adjusted based on the
number of words used as sample of each group.
Based on the experiment’s result, the error rate of
Kim’s method [8] is less than the error rate of Kang’s
one [12]. However, since Kim’s method [8] only
concern about latency or typing speed, the error is
still 0.44. To increase the performance of keystroke
dynamic recognition, features consists of digraph
and latency feature are introduced.

The user identification is decided based on the
scores between the order of n-graphs[10] and latency
features extraction[8]. The motivation is to take ad-
vantage of each approach’s strengths, especially for
keystroke dynamic recognition using the touchscreen
keyboard by combining these approaches, the bio-
metrics performance can be increased. Furthermore,
this study only observes the digraph, because the
text used in this study is short, less or equal than
five words. The feature scaling is also applied to
increase the performance of the biometrics system.
Based on the experiment’s result, it is shown that
error rate of the proposed method is less than the
existing method.

In this study, the authentication system based on
biometrics was evaluated based on the value of False
Acceptance Rate (FAR) (also called False Positive
Rate (FPR)) and False Rejection Rate (FRR) or also
called False Negative Rate (FNR), where the sys-
tem error rate in recognizing valid and unauthorized
users is measured based on False Positive and False
Negative [13].

Next, this paper is organized as follows. Section
1 discusses the background of the research, while
section 2 describes the state of the art and related
research, which is the basis for conducting this re-
search. Section 3 describes the method proposed in
this study, section 4 is an experiment and discussion
of the experiment’s result, and section 5 discusses
the conclusions.

2. Keystroke Dynamics of Biometrics

According to the survey that have been con-
ducted by Teh et al.[11], the keystroke dynamics
consists of two types of information, labels and time
(they are usually known as dwell and flight time).
The label of a keystroke is used to construct the
n-graphs, while the latency features of n-graphs is
provided by time information of the keystroke. The
digraphs (n-graphs with n = 2) are obtained by
taking two consecutive characters, starting with each
character in the text, while the trigraphs (n = 3) uses
three consecutive characters [10]. For example, text
abcd can be arranged into digraphs ab 23, bc 17, and
cd 21, where ab is label of the digraphs and 23 is
duration for typing ab.

The latency feature is constructed using four
variations of dwell and flight time [8, 12, 14] (see
Figure 1): (a) du or down-up, the time it takes from
pressing the first key until releasing it; (b) dd or
down-down, the time it takes from pressing the first
key until pressing the second key; (c) ud or up-
down, the time it takes from releasing the first key
until pressing the second key; while (d) uu or up-
up, the time it takes from releasing the first key
until releasing the second key. Furthermore, various
features are extracted based on these four variations
of dwell and flight time [8, 10–12, 14, 15].

2.1. Keystroke Dynamics Using User-
adaptive Feature Extraction

Based on Kim et al.[8], many keystroke dynam-
ics focus on the fixed and short size of text. Since,
typing fixed and short text such as password and
token is not enough to guarantee user validity once
the user login[8, 10], then to resolve this problems,
the long and free typed text is used for keystroke
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Figure 1. Variation of Dwell and Flight time of a single
key.

dynamics. For data acquisition, 150 participants
provided around 13,000 keystrokes based on Ko-
rean and English language. From 13,000 keystrokes,
5,000 keystrokes were used for training the model
and 8,000 keystrokes are used to evaluate the model.
Besides, to compare the authentication performance,
samples with size of 100, 300, 500, 700, and 1,000
are chosen from the keystrokes used to train and test
the system in order to provide the features.

The main challenge of this study is to find ef-
fective feature extraction methods for the long and
free typed text. Kim et al.[8] proposed a feature ex-
traction method focused on the typing speed, where
the ordered latency such as duration of digraphs, dd,
du, ud, uu are grouped, where each group forms one
feature vector. Each vector is created by calculating
the average of the digraphs’ latency for the corre-
sponding groups. It means the digraph which has
similar latency will be grouped into the same group.
If there are N groups, then these groups represent
an N - dimensional feature vector.

Furthermore, for verifying each feature vector
one of the following algorithm is used: (a) Gaussian
density estimation. This algorithm uses the assump-
tion that the dataset is generated from a single
Gaussian normal distribution, where the mean and
covariance of the training dataset are used as the
parameters. If Gaussian probability is significantly
high, then the user is considered as a legitimate
user. Otherwise, it is recognized as an impostor;
(b) Parzen window density. This algorithm uses the
assumption that its data has Gaussian distribution
and probability. The Gaussian distribution and prob-
ability are obtained by calculating the average of
each distribution probability; (c) One-class SVM.
This method is used to find the hyperplane for
separating the valid user and the impostor; (d) k-NN.
This algorithm uses k nearest distance of samples to
verify whether a user is a valid user or not; and (e)
k-means clustering. This algorithm uses the nearest
centroid of training data for verifying, whether a user

is a valid user or not. Finally, it can be concluded that
the recognition result for each verification algorithm
is provided based on the geometric average of the
five feature vectors.

Based on Kim’s experiment [8], the improvement
of the average of error rates (EER) and standard de-
viation is about 0.05 and 0.1 respectively, compared
with Kang’s method [12], where the lowest error
rates of 1,000 samples for each train and test data
using Kim’s method [8] is about 0.44.

3. Implementation of Biometrics System
Based On Keystroke Dynamics

This section discusses the detail of biometrics
system based on keystroke dynamics. The keystroke
dynamic based authentication system was divided
into three main processes: (a) registration; (b) login;
and (c) authentication.

The keystroke was enrolled using an Android-
based data acquisition application that had to be
installed on the participant’s smartphone. The ba-
sic idea of keystroke based on authentication sys-
tem was conducting authentication based on the
keystroke based feature. The feature is generated
using the data acquisition process (as discussed in
section 3.2.1) and feature extraction process (as dis-
cussed in section 3.2.2).

The user’s keystroke feature consisted of the
digraph and its latency (the digraphs and the latency
is already discussed in section 2) which were used
in registration and login process. The registration
process was used to collect the keystroke feature and
store it into the features database. The login process
was conducted to obtain the keystroke feature for
authentication process. The authentication process
was conducted to authenticate whether a user was
a legitimate user or not by comparing between the
score of the keystroke features obtained from regis-
tration and the login process.

The overview of the keystroke biometrics based
on authentication system is shown in Figure 2.

3.1. Authentication Scheme

Authentication scheme was conducted to evalu-
ate whether the user is the legitimate one or not. This
process was conducted by comparing between the
user’s keystroke feature obtained from login process
and user’s keystroke feature stored in the database.

In the real implementation, the authentication
scheme was conducted as follows:

1) Registration
a) User registration begins by typing some text

based on the text generated by the system.
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Figure 2. The overview of keystroke biometrics based on authentication system.

The keystroke resulting while typing the text
will generate the keystroke features. These
features were stored in the database.

b) Calculating the similarity of the keystroke
features resulted from step 1a.

c) Finding the optimal threshold based on the
similarity obtained from step 1b. The optimal
threshold was obtained if FAR and FRR were
equal. The threshold was further stored in the
database.

2) Login
a) The user was typing some text based on

the text generated by the system. The user’s
keystrokes during the typing process were
stored temporarily. Then, the system gen-
erated the keystroke features based on the
obtained keystroke.

b) Calculating the similarity between the
keystroke features obtained from step 2a of
the login process and the keystroke features
stored in the database.

3) Authentication
a) The similarity resulting from step 2b of the

login process was compared with the thresh-
old resulting from step 1c of the registration
process.

b) If the similarity resulting from step 2b of
the login process is greater than or equal to
the threshold, then the user is identified as
legitimate, otherwise the user is identified as
illegitimate.

c) After the authentication process is successful,
the user can access the intended data.

3.2. Registration

The registration process was used to collect the
keystroke feature template of the user. The regis-

tration process consisted data acquisition and fea-
ture extraction process. Data acquisition process was
used to obtain the typing log, while the feature ex-
traction process was used to obtain user’s keystroke
feature template.

3.2.1. Data Acquisition. In the registration process,
the data acquisition process was conducted as fol-
low:

1) The application generate a text that had to be
typed by the user.

2) The user had to type the text using the keyboard
provided by the application.

3) The characters that had been typed (keystroke)
and the time for typing them (timestamp) were
recorded in the typing log.

4) The timestamp consisted of the dwell and flight
time.

The output of the data acquisition process was the
typing log consisted of keystrokes and timestamp.

In this study, nine types of the Indonesian ana-
gram were used, where each word in the anagram
had five variations of word and around 225 char-
acters in total. The acquisition was conducted by
45 repetitions of typing process, with one day of
an interval between acquisitions. In this case, 34
participants were invoked to obtained keystrokes
using an Android-based application. The simulation
was conducted by typing the combination of each
anagram appeared on the screen.

The user interface of the data acquisition appli-
cation is shown in Figure 3.

Due to key-events for any key on soft input
method (an on-screen keyboard) was not supported
by Android SDK then customed QWERTY keyboard
was used 1.
1https://developer.android.com/training/keyboard-
input/commands.html#SingleKey
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Figure 3. Screen layout for data acquisition.

Data acquisition process consists of two pro-
cesses: (1) generating the text; and (2) typing the
text.

1) Generating The Text
Generating the text process was used to gen-
erate the text that had to be typed by a
user. The text was chosen from several com-
binations of the anagram. For instance, the
word ”amuk” can be generated into ”kamu”,
”kaum”, ”muak”, and ”muka”. There were
nine variations of anagram text that were gen-
erated, where each word used five variations of
text (see Table 1).

Table 1. Words of Indonesian anagram.
No Original word Anagram word
1 amuk kamu kaum muak muka
2 asri rasi rias sari siar
3 karam karma makar marak marka
4 karet raket rekat retak terak
5 kista sakit sakti sikat taksi
6 kasur rakus rasuk rusak sukar
7 paus puas sapu suap usap
8 kuil kuli liku liuk ulik
9 atur ratu raut ruat urat

2) Typing The Text
Typing the text process was used to collect the
user’s keystroke during typing, where the appli-
cation records a log that contained the times-
tamp of the pressed/released key. The typing
log was represented by 3-tuple (P,Gtx, Tset),
where P is the user ID, Gtx is the generated
text, and the set of tuple that represented as
Tset = {(ki, pti, rti) | 1 ≤ i ≤ N, and N ∈ N},
where for each i-th keystrokes, k represents the
key’s label that are typed, pt and rt are the time

when a key is pressed and released respectively,
while N is the number of keystrokes.

3.2.2. Feature Extraction. Feature extraction pro-
cess was conducted to extract Tset from the typing
log and generate user’s keystroke feature. The user’s
keystroke feature consisted of two types of feature,
the ordered digraph and the normalized latency fea-
ture.

For obtaining these features, there were two
sub-processes that should be conducted: (1) digraph
construction; and (2) feature modeling, as shown in
Figure 4.

1) Digraph Construction
Digraph construction process was conducted
for obtaining the digraphs and its latency
obtained from the typing log. A digraph is a
combination of two-letters or keys that have
an adjacency sequence within text. Let a text
S consists of character s1, s2, . . . , sN , then the
digraphs d of text S can be obtained using
digraph = {(si, si+1) | 1 ≤ i ≤ N−1, and N ∈
N}, where si is the i-th character in text S and
N is number of character in text S. Figure 5
shows the digraphs of ”Hello World”.

Let Tset be a set of tuple obtained from the typ-
ing log, then the detail of digraphs construction
process is explained in the following procedure:

a) Building the digraphs using digraph by ar-
ranging the set of tuple Tset, where each i−
th digraph di is represented as (ki, k(i+1)),
where 1 ≤ i ≤ M and M is number of
possible digraphs.

b) Calculating the latency of each digraph di
(lti = (ddi, dui, udi, uui)) from tp and tr
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Figure 4. Block diagram of feature extraction process.

Figure 5. Digraph of “Hello World”.

of Tset using Equation 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ddi = tpi+1 − tpi (1)
udi = tpi+1 − tri (2)
uui = tri+1 − tri (3)
dui = tri − tpi (4)

Constructing the list of digraph Dlist by pair-
ing the digraph d and latency lt, as Dlist =
{(di, lti) | 1 ≤ i ≤ M, and M ∈ N},where
M is the number of possible digraphs.

2) Feature Modeling
After obtaining the list of digraph, then the
list of digraph was extracted into the keystroke
features consisted of the ordered digraph and
the normalized latency. There were three sub-
processes that should be conducted in this mod-
eling process: (a) merging the duplicate di-
graphs; (b) sorting the latency; (c) normalizing
the latency; and (d) representing the general
features.

a) Merging the Duplicate Digraphs
The process for merging the duplicate di-
graphs was conducted for removing the du-
plicated digraphs by merging the duplicated
digraph into a single digraph including its
latency. The merged latency was obtained by
calculating the average of the duplicated di-
graph latency. Supose Dlist = {(di, lti) | 1 ≤
i ≤ Mand M ∈ N}. If di = dj for i ̸= j
then for merging the duplicated digraphs of
di in the list of digraph Dlist into a single
digraph, Algorithm 2 should be conducted.
The merged digraph (d

′

i) and its latency (lt
′

i)
denoted by D

′

list = {(d′

i, lt
′

i) | 1 ≤ i ≤
M

′
and M

′ ∈ N}, where M
′

is number of
digraphs after merging process.

b) Sorting the Latency
The process for sorting the latency were

conducted to obtain the list of digraph and
latency in ascending order according to its la-
tency. Since the latency consisted of four ele-
ments (dd , ud, du, and uu) then the digraph
were sorted based on each element of the
latency. Does, the result of sorting the latency
process is D

′

dd,D
′

ud,D
′

du, and D
′

uu, where
D

′

k = {(di, ltki ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ M
′
and M

′ ∈ N}
and k is dd, ud, du, or uu.

c) Normalizing the Latency
This process was conducted for obtaining the
feature vector based on the latency. The pro-
cess consisted of three subprocesses, namely
grouping the latency based on each element,
normalizing the latency by calculating the
average of all latencies in the group, and
scaling the latency using unit vector (see
Equation 8).
This process for grouping the ordered latency
into N

′
group features is explained as fol-

lows:
i) Calculating the division of number of

digraphs M
′

and the number of features
N

′
. The result of the division was con-

sisted of two variables d and r, where d
is an integer result of the division, and r
is the remainder.

ii) Calculating the feature vector element fki
using Equation 5.

fki
=



d∑
j=1

k
′

((i−1)×d)+j

d
r = 0

d+y∑
j=1

k
′

((i−d)×d)+x+j

d+ y
r ̸= 0

(5)
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Figure 6. Block diagram of feature modeling.

Algorithm 1. Find Unique Digraph.

procedure findUniqueD(Dlist, U )
input Dlist = {(di, lti)Mi=1}
output U = {(di)M

′

i=1}
begin

U = empty
U.M ′ = 0
for i = 1 to Dlist.M do

if Dlist.di not in U then
U .add(Dlist.di)
U.M ′ = U.M ′ + 1

endif
endfor

endprocedure

Where k is dd, ud, du, or uu, while x
and y are as follows:

x =

{
i− 1 i ≤ r

r i > r
(6)

y =

{
1 i ≤ r

0 i > r
(7)

iii) Constructing the feature vector Fk =
(fk1, fk2, . . . fkN ′ )

iv) Scaling the feature vector using unit vec-
tor. The unit vector is calculated using
Equation 8.

x⃗′ =
x⃗

∥x⃗∥
(8)

Where x⃗′ is the unit vector of feature
vector x⃗ and ∥x⃗∥ is the Euclidean norm
or resultant of vector x⃗.

d) Representing The General Features
This process was conducted for
representing the user’s keystroke
feature. Each user’s keystroke feature

Algorithm 2. For Merging Digraph.

procedure merging(Dlist, D
′
list)

input Dlist = {(di, lti)Mi=1}
output D′

list = {(d′i, lt′i)M
′

i=1}
begin

K = {dd, ud, du, uu}
findUnique(Dlist, D)
for d′ in D do

tempk = 0 {for ∀k ∧ k ∈ K}
j = 0
for i = 0 to Dlist.M do

if Dlist.di == d′ then
tempk = tempk + Dlist.di.k
j = j + 1

endif
endfor
lt′.k = tempk / j
D′

list.add((d
′, lt′))

endfor
endprocedure

consisted of (D
′

dd,D
′

ud,D
′

du,D
′

uu) and
(Fdd,Fud,Fdu,Fuu).

3.3. Login

Login process was conducted to obtain the user’s
keystroke feature which is used for authentication.
In the login process, user have to input the its user
ID and conducted the processes for obtaining the
data acquisition and feature extraction.

3.4. Authentication

The authentication process was conducted by
calculating the similarity between user’s keystroke
features obtained from login process and user’s
keystroke feature template from the database. Two
types of similarity were used: (a) The similarity
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according to Euclidean distance as discussed in sub-
section 3.4.1; and (b) The similarity according to
sequence of digraph as discussed in subsection 3.4.2.
The similarity final score was calculated based on
the average of those similarities.

3.4.1. The Similarity According to Euclidean
Distance. This process was conducted for finding
the feature vector similarity between two user’s
keystroke features. The detail of the process is ex-
plained as follows:

1) Calculating Euclidean distance between feature
vector of user’s keystroke features obtained
from login process and user’s keystroke features
from the database using Equation 9.

Euck(F
′
k, Fk) =

√√√√ N ′∑
i=1

(f ′
k − fi)2 (9)

Where Euck is the Euclidean distance be-
tween user’s keystroke features from login pro-
cess (F ′

k) and user’s keystroke features from
database (Fk), while k ∈ {dd, ud, du, uu} and
N ′ is number of features.

2) Calculating the similarity using Equation 10.

Sfk(F
′
k, Fk) = 1− Euck(F

′
k, Fk) (10)

Where Sfk is the similarity between user’s
keystroke features from login process (F ′

k) and
user’s keystroke features from database (Fk).

3) Calculating the similarity score Fscore by calcu-
lating the geometric mean of Sfk using Equa-
tion 11.

Fscore =

√ ∏
k∈{dd,ud,du,uu}

Sfk (11)

3.4.2. The Similarity According to Sequence of
Digraph. This process was conducted to obtain
the sequence of digraph similarity between user’s
keystroke features from login (D′

k) and user’s
keystroke features from database (D′′

k) for each
k ∈ {dd, ud, du, uu}. The detail of the process is
explained as follows:

1) Finding the intersection digraph between the
sequence digraph from login process and
database. Let Ik = d′k

⋂
d′′k be an intersec-

tion digraph, where d′k and d′′k are digraphs
set of D′

k and D′′
k respectively, then Ik =

{(xi, yi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ N ′′and N ′′ ∈ N} where xi

and yi are the characters or symbols of i − th
digraph, and N ′′ is the number of intersection
digraphs.

2) Calculating the similarity of the sequence di-
graph between digraph obtained from login

process and the database which obtained inter-
section digraph Ik. The similarity is calculated
using Equation 12.

Sdk =

∑N ′′

i=2 1− zi
α

(12)

Where Sdk is the similarity of the sequence
digraph, zi is the absolute difference of digraph
(xi, yi) between d′k and d′′k , and α = (N

′′
)2

2 for

N
′′

is even or α = (N
′′
)2−1
2 for N

′′
is odd. The

absolute difference zi is calculated using zi =
∥j − i∥, where (xi, yi) = (xj , yj), (xi, yi) ∈
d′k and (xj , yj) ∈ d′′k .

3) Calculating the similarity score Sscore by calcu-
lating the geometric mean of Sdk using Equa-
tion 13.

Sscore =

√ ∏
k∈{dd,ud,du,uu}

Sdk (13)

Finally, the similarity between the two user’s
keystroke features was calculated using Equation 14.

Sim =
Fscore + Sscore

2
(14)

The legitimation of the user was decided based
on the similarity threshold, if the similarity score
was greater than the threshold, then the user was
recognized as the legitimate one and vice versa.
The threshold was obtained by finding the equal
error rates between FAR and FRR. The method for
obtaining the threshold is discussed in section 4.1.

4. Result and Discussion

This section discusses about the measurement
concept used for evaluating the performance of the
biometrics based authentication system, the experi-
ment and its result.

Performance of the system was calculated using
error rates of identification, where the lower error
rates indicated the better performance of the biomet-
rics system. Three metrics were used for calculating
the performance, namely EER, FAR, dan FRR [1].

4.1. Measurement Used in The Experiments

The performance of the biometrics based authen-
tication was measured by calculating the Equal Error
Rates (EER), when False Acceptance Rate (FAR) is
equal to False Rejection Rates (FRR) [1, 8]. Since
the error indicates the number of illegitimate users
percentage which is recognized as a legitimate one
(FAR) and vice versa (FRR) [1], then the error rates
should be as lower as possible.
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Figure 7. Relation between EER, FAR, and FRR using (a)
Sensitivity curve and (b) Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) Curve [8].

Figure 7 shows that if the threshold is zero,
which means that all illegitimate user will be rec-
ognized as a legitimate one, while if the threshold
is higher than zero, then the legitimate user may
be rejected. This condition was occurred because
the higher similarity threshold, the higher number of
illegitimate users which is recognized as a legitimate
one and vice versa.

The similarity threshold is the boundary value
where two user’s keystroke features are said to be
similar. The similarity is calculated by calculating
the Euclidean distance between those two user’s
keystroke features (keystroke feature obtained from
the database and login process).

FAR =
fA
nA

(15)

FRR =
fR
nR

(16)

Where fA is the number of illegitimate users
which is recognized as legitimate one and nA is
the number of illegitimate users, while fR is the
number of legitimate users which are recognized as
the illegitimate one and nR is the total number of
legitimate users.

4.2. The Experiments

The experiment was conducted to find the op-
timal threshold of similarity. The optimal threshold

was obtained when FAR and FRR were equal or
balanced. Then, the threshold was tested using the
new data to see the performance of the system
to authenticate the legitimate user. The conducted
experiment consisted of two scenarios.

1) The first scenario was used to find the optimal
similarity threshold to separate the legitimate
and not legitimate users in balanced error.
In this scenario, the similarity between the
keystroke features obtained from the registra-
tion process and the ones obtained from the
login process was calculated. The FAR and
FRR of the keystrokes obtained from the login
process were calculated based on the chosen
threshold. For finding a condition where FAR
and FRR were equal, it is necessary to observe
the FAR and FRR using different threshold
values.

2) The second scenario was used for finding the
similarity between the keystroke feature used
in the login process and the one stored in the
database.
In this scenario, the feature of the keystroke
entered by a user in the login process was used
for finding the similarity between the keystroke
feature used in the login process and the one
stored in the database. A user is authenticated
as a legitimate user if the similarity score is
greater than or equal to the threshold.

The data used in the experiment were divided
into three categories: (a) data for registration pro-
cess; (b) data 2 for login process in the first scenario;
and (c) data 3 for login process in the second sce-
nario. In the experiments the performance of features
extraction is compared with Kang’s [12] and Kim’s
methods [8]. The number of keystrokes used in the
experiment was 344,250

These keystrokes consist of 137,700 keystrokes
used as the input of the registrations process,
206,550 keystrokes used as the input of the login
process. The keystrokes used in the login process
was divided into 137,700 used as data 1 for first
experiment scenario and 68,850 keystrokes as data
2 for second experiment scenario the system.

4.2.1. The Experiment Result. This subsection dis-
cusses the result of the experiment scenario. First
scenario for finding the similarity threshold that can
separate the legitimate and not legitimate user in
balanced error, and second scenario for finding the
error of system using the threshold obtained from
scenario 1.

Figure 8 shows the result of the first experi-
ment scenario (EER) of Kang’s [12], Kim’s [8] and
the proposed method. Based on the experiment re-
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sult, Kang’s method [12] achieved the EER average
0.319 (with a threshold of 0.778), Kim’s method [8]
achieved 0.304 (with a threshold of 0.880), and the
proposed method achieved 0.234 (with a threshold
of 0.641). It is shown that proposed method has the
lowest error rates. Thus, the number of misidentifi-
cation events is getting smaller.

Figure 8. The comparison between EER of Kang’s [12],
Kim’s [8] and the proposed method.

Figure 9. The comparison between FAR and FRR of
Kang’s [12], Kim’s [8] and the proposed method.

Figure 9 shows the comparison between FAR
and FRR in the second experiment scenario, using
Kang’s [12], Kim’s [8], and the proposed method. It
is shown that the average of FAR and FRR achieved
by Kang’s method [12] are 0.365 and 0.34, while
Kim’s method [8] achieved 0.342 and 0.311, and
the proposed is 0.286 and 0.279. It is shown that
proposed method has the lowest FAR and FRR. The
FAR of the proposed method is 16.381 % less than
the Kim’s method [8], and the FRR is 10.410 % less
than the Kim’s method [8].

Compared with Kang’s method [12], the error
are reduced by 21.695% and 17.593% of FAR and
FRR respectively, and Kim’s method [8] by 16.381%
and 10.410% of FAR and FRR.

Furthermore, the comparison between the error
rates between FAR and FRR of the test result and the
obtained ERR of the proposed method (see Figure
9) are increased. Kang’s method [12] error is in-
creased by 14.367% and 5.987% of FAR dan FRR
respectively, and Kim’s method [8] is decreased by
12.320% and 2.241% of FAR dan FRR respectively,
while the proposed method is increased by 22.092%
and 19.073% of FAR and FRR.

4.2.2. Discussion. According to Figure 8, it is
shown that the EER of the proposed method is less
than Kang’s [12] dan Kim’s methods [8]. Kim’s
method [8] has decreased the error rate of 5%
compared with the Kang’s method [12], while the
proposed method has decreased the error rate of
23.074% compared with the Kim’s method [8].
This condition was occurred because of the used
of different devices, merging the same digraphs into
one digraph, and introducing the digraph verification
[10] in the proposed method, in this case, digraph
was used instead of only using the latency.

Since, Kang’s [12] and Kim’s [8] methods were
especially developed for computer desktop key-
board, then the obtained features from the smart-
phone were not relevant, due to the typing behav-
ior using computer keyboard, and the smartphone
was different. Although Kang [12] stated that the
experiment has been conducted using mobile and
touchscreen device, the three disjoint area of the
hand in the keyboards can be effectively used for
the user that uses all of their finger during typing
words. Whereas on the smartphone, the user uses
only single thumbs or both of them, such that the
typing behavior when using computer is different
with the smartphone devices.

Kim’s [8] feature extraction can improve Kang’s
method [12], but Kim’s method [8] only focuses
on the typing speed, such that the latency feature
of same digraphs may appeared in more than one
group. As the consequence, the feature is not rele-
vant because the same digraphs have to be in the
same group. For example, the digraph x-y appears
more than once in the text that has to be typed.
In this case, actually the latency of those digraphs
should be similar, and they are grouped in the same
group, but since there is possibility that the latency
of those digraphs are not similar, then there is possi-
bility that the digraphs is grouped into the different
group.

Therefore, merging the duplicated digraph was
introduced in the proposed method, such that no
possibility that the same digraph was grouped into
different groups. The merging process can extract
more relevant features, such that the error rate can
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be decreased.
The digraph label [10] is introduced for improv-

ing the similarity evaluation. Since there is possibil-
ity that more than one digraph have similar latencies,
then each digraph has to be labeled such that the
order of the digraph can be verified. In this case,
the order of digraph can be used for verifying the
feature.

5. Conclusion

Recently, static biometrics such as fingerprint,
face, etc. are frequently used for user authentication,
however the features of static biometrics are easy
to duplicate. Therefore, dynamic biometrics features,
such as keystrokes, gesture, gaze, etc. is introduced
for user authentication. In this study keystrokes dy-
namic is used to authenticate users of smartphones.
The results of the experiments conducted shows
that this approach was able to improve the per-
formance of the keystroke-based biometrics system
proposed by Kim et al. [8], because the EER value
was reduced by 23.075% and FAR and FRR val-
ues can also be reduced by 16.381% and 10.41%
respectively. This shows that the use of merging
the duplicate digraphs and digraph verification can
improve the system performance compared with the
authentication system that uses the latency only.
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